Pupil Voice Minutes
Class meetings held: 27.03.18
Agenda Item

Feedback

Actions to be taken

Changes made
since last meeting

The older pupils all know
that they can get a spoon
for rice and peas but some
of the younger ones had
forgotten.

Mrs Welsh has spoken to Mrs
Potts about all children having a
spoon for rice and peas but she
will also speak to Mrs Nattrass as
she gives out the cutlery.

Mrs Welsh has
spoken to all MDS
and spoons are
available at the
end of the serving
table if anyone
wants one.

Outstanding issues
from last meeting:
Spoons for rice and
peas.
Does everyone know
that they can collect a
spoon to help them eat
their rice and peas?
Will having a spoon
help stop spillages?
Occasionally staff
saving toys for pupils.

Everyone agreed that a
spoon will help prevent
any spillages.

Signs are in place
on the toy boxes
and Mrs Welsh has
also spoken to the
MDS about not
saving toys for
children.

If you are not playing with
a toy for any reason,
please put it back for
other people to play with.

How can we stop
people from saving toys
for others?
Lunchtime issues:
Some people suggested
that a choice of buttered
Some people would like or unbuttered bread is put
to have their bread
on the menu choice so
buttered – how can we that there won’t be any
have this without lots
waste.
of waste?
Others suggested buying
Food portions – are
small packets of butter so
people getting the right that people could put
portion for them?
their own on.
Seconds of pudding –
how can we have
seconds when there is
not enough for a piece
each?

Most people agreed that
the portion sizes were
right. Mrs Potts always
asks if you would like a
small or large portion.

Cheese choice – flat or
grated?

Suggestions were: cut
each piece into quarters

Mrs Welsh will bring all of these
issues to Midday Supervisors and
Mrs Potts at the next meeting
after Easter.

Need to add to
next agenda as Mrs
Welsh has not had
time to organise a
MDS meeting as
yet.

More ham in baguettes
– does anyone else
have any suggestions
for improving
baguettes?

to share it out or have a
house team rota for
seconds choice.

Half of the children prefer
the flat (burger style)
cheese, the other half like
grated hard cheese. Can
this choice be added to
the menu choice?

Mrs Welsh will bring all of these
issues to Midday Supervisors and
Mrs Potts at the next meeting
after Easter.

Need to add to
next agenda as Mrs
Welsh has not had
time to organise a
MDS meeting as
yet.

Everyone agreed that
more is needed in the
baguettes. Some people
suggested that we
occasionally have a bread
sandwich instead of a
baguette.
Some people asked if
there could be a tub of
salad for people to put
some salad into their
baguette. Could we also
have an egg mayonnaise
as a sandwich choice?
Playground issues:
Cloths are becoming
very smelly – how can
we prevent this?

Cloths should be washed
regularly – at least every
half term and only used
when the weather is dry.

More bouncy hoppers –
how can we encourage Some people have been
everyone to use
seen trying to get the ball
equipment properly?
out of the space hoppers –
these cannot be put back
Are there any pieces of in and so can’t be used
equipment, such as a
again.
new pump and
footballs that we need? Some people suggested
that we only use the space
hoppers on the grass.
A range of equipment was
suggested – a new ball

Mrs Welsh will put this to the
MDS.

Anyone seen deliberately trying
to break toys, or not using them
properly will not be allowed any
toys for the next day.

Mrs Welsh will look into
purchasing these from the PE
funding money.

Mrs Welsh has
spoken to the MDS
about only having
the cloths out
during warm
weather.

Mrs Welsh will
spend time sorting
the PE cupboard to
see what items we
need to re-order.

pump, footballs, rugby
balls, more tennis balls
and rackets,

Bright stars:
We have raised £470
from the Bright Stars
project. Any ideas of
what we could spend
the money on? Not
playground equipment
as this can be bought
from PE funds.

We have had lots of
brilliant suggestions for
the Bright Stars money:
Food for people with no
money
New books for the library
Bikes
Ride on cars and tractors
Slide
A shelter in the
playground
A play castle
Astrotruf on the field
Whole school trip

Mrs Welsh will put these
suggestions to Miss Weston and
Mrs Pattinson for their thoughts
and ideas.

List of suggestions
were discussed at a
subsequent staff
meeting.
Mrs Welsh will
follow this up as to
what exactly the
money has been
spent on.

